We evaluate three of the quantum constants of hydrogen, the electron, e − , the Bohr radius, a 0 , and the Rydberg constants, R ∞ , as natural unit frequency equivalents, v. This is equivalent to Planck's constant, h, the speed of light, c, and the electron charge, e, all scaled to 1 similar in concept to the Hartree atomic, and Planck units.
, the v e− times the v R divided by v a0 squared equals 1. This is a power law defining Planck's constant in a dimensionless domain as 1. We also find that all of the possible dimensionless and dimensioned ratios correspond to other constants or classic relationships, and are systematically inter-related by multiple power laws to the fine structure constant, α; and the geometric factors 2, and π. One is related to an angular momentum scaled by Planck's constant, and another is the kinetic energy law. There are harmonic sinusoidal relationships based on 2π circle geometry. In the dimensionless domain, α is equivalent to the free space constant of permeability, and its reciprocal to permittivity. If any two quanta are known, all of the others can be derived within power laws. This demonstrates that 8π 2 represents the logical geometric conversion factor that links the Euclid geometric factors/three dimensional space, and the quantum domain. We conclude that the relative scale and organization of many of the fundamental constants even beyond hydrogen are related to a unified power law system defined by only three physical quanta of e v − , R v , and
Introduction
The quantum properties characterizing hydrogen are fundamental constants important in many divergent areas of physics [1] . We focus on the electron, e − , Bohr radius, a 0 , and the Rydberg constant, R ∞ , within hydrogen as a unified physical and mathematical system. These constants represent a mass, a distance, and a frequency (1/time) so they span the physical units. These constants are all known to be inter-related through power laws with the geometric factors of 2, π, the fine structure constant, α, the speed of light, c, and Planck's constant, h. In fact, each one of the hydrogen quantum constants is defined utilizing α, c, h in its derived unit value. None of them are experimentally directly measurable. This system is associated with all of the elements through Mosley's law. These quanta are related to the kinetic energy equation through Sommerfeld's original physical interpretation of α as a velocity divided by c, a dimensionless β. For the hydrogen system, the product of the rest mass of the electron times the speed of light times α both squared divided by 2 equals the hydrogen ionization energy. Through α and these constants, broad segments of physics are directly mathematically and conceptually inter-related within systematic power laws [2] [3].
Our goal is to evaluate these three quantum values as frequency equivalents: R v , 0 a v , and e v − in the simplest fundamental manner, ratios, which are independent of any arbitrary physical unit system. We evaluate these three quantum constants all as natural unit frequency equivalents, v Hz similar to Planck's time, and the Hartree atomic units [4] - [6] . This unit transformation is equivalent to Planck's constant, h, the speed of light, c, the electron charge, e, all scaled to 1. By definition when h equals 1, its angular momentum is dimensionless. Their SI unit values can be reconstructed by multiplying the dimensionless calculation times the SI units. The final results are identical. We are searching for power law and harmonic sinusoidal patterns since these quanta are associated with quantum oscillators that have wave properties, and these constants are inter-related by many different power laws utilizing their SI units. Any other physical units such as mass, energy, or distance would result in the identical coupling constants, and not change the conclusions or dimensionless calculations. We conceptually choose frequency as our physical unit of choice since we are searching for wave properties.
We find that these three quantum ratios and α represents an integrated power law system broader than presently recognized. They are fundamentally related to the geometric factors of 2 and π as a composite in 8π 2 [7] . It is possible to define any of these quantum values as a power law of any other quantum value utilizing these geometric factors. We also find that many other fundamental constants can be simply defined in terms of these three quanta in this dimensionless domain simplifying and unifying the unit system greatly.
Methods
All data for the constants' transformations to frequency equivalents were obtained from the websites [7] . This is the foundation of all of the other power laws. Different arrangements of equivalent relationships are shown as lettered Equations. Equation (1b) rearranges the equation to an identity Equation equaling 1.
Equations ( 
The derivation of the dimensionless values for permittivity, ε 0 1 and permeability, μ 0 1, are shown in Equations (5)- (11). Here ε 0 1 equals 1/α, 137.0359999(78), and permeability, μ 0 1 equals α, 7.29735256(36) × 10 −3 . Equation (5) demonstrates the relationship between α, electron charge, e, ε 0 , 2, 4π, h, ħ, and c used in the derivation. Equation (6) derives the ionization energy of the electron in hydrogen. Equation (7) transforms the ionization energy from joules to frequency in Hz by dividing by h. In Equation (7) the a 0 is converted to a frequency equivalent utilizing a ratio with c. Equation (8) Substitution of Equation (5) converts to the ratio of α and 4π, identical to Equation (3b). 
Coulomb's dimensionless unit 1 constant, k e 1, must equal α/4π, 5.80704866(29) × 10 −4 . Equations (8) and (9) derive the dimensionless ε 0 1 constant from k e 1. Here, ε 0 1 must equal 1/α, 137.0359999(78).
( )
The dimensionless relationship of ε 0 1, μ 0 1, and c1 is shown in Equation (10). μ 0 1 equals α, 7.29735256(36) × 10 −3 .
The following is an example a power law derivation of one hydrogen quantum value from another utilizing a different, but parallel method. This example derives The ratio where the scalar is closest to 1 represents the A ratio and the natural powers. ( )
For these two hydrogen constants, the The ratio relationships in Equations (2)-(4) are solved for any hydrogen quantum value, and are raised to the ninth power which is closest to a scalar value of 1, for this example 
Equation (15) ( ) 
Equation (16) 
Results
Equation (1) is related to Planck's constant in the dimensionless domain, and equals 1, Equations (17a), (17b). This is logical since h1 is intentionally scaled as 1 in this system since energy and frequency are scaled identically in a pure frequency domain. This ratio is equivalent to an angular momentum since the ratio represents the product of a mass, a frequency, a distance squared, (kg•m 2 /s) in the SI dimensional domain. Since this ratio is in the frequency domain, a distance is related to the reciprocal of the frequency equivalent. This relationship is related to the annihilation energy of a mass. Equation (17b) demonstrates that the reduced Planck's constant, ħ, equals 1/2 in the dimensionless domain, ħ1. 
Equations (18a) and (18b) demonstrate that this same relationship is valid in the standard SI unit equations of h and ħ. Equation (4c) is equivalent to the prototype kinetic energy equation where the product of a mass times the velocity divided by c, β squared divided by 2. Equation (2) demonstrates that the α derivation from 0 a v and e ν − is within a circle equation related to a radius, circumference, and 2π. This must be related to a sinusoidal harmonic system, and a fundamental momentum relationship.
The dimensionless constants that define ε 0 1, μ 0 1, and k e 1 are all very simple values related to α and geometric factors, Equations (8)- (10). k e 1 logically is related to α/(4π) since the energy is proportional to the distance frequency equivalent. This is a universal relationship for any distance as a frequency equivalent. Here,
Equations (12)- (16) ν − and α. The geometric factors are essential in projecting the power laws into the harmonic linear domain, and three dimensional spaces from a system solely defined by sinusoidal waves. Here, 2 is related to kinetic energy, Equation (4). In Equations (17a) and (17b), the factor 2 is similar to the 2 in the Schwarzschild equation since it refers to the transition of matter to an annihilation boson state. This is not a kinetic state. Here, 2π is related to a radius and its associated circumference as seen in Equations (17a) and (17b). Here, 4π is related to 4π times the radius squared that defines the surface of the sphere seen in force fields such as electrical charges, or magnetic fields, as in k e 1, Equations (3), (5), (7)- (9), (11)-(15).
Discussion
The existing physical unit system of SI units is an arbitrary system of mass, time, distance, and energy units. They were chosen for measurement convenience, and their previous utilization/standardization. In quantum physics integer quantum numbers are associated with natural quantum units, such as the Rydberg constant. Planck's time is a classic time natural unit. Quantum spin is associated with h as a natural unit. This method has a long history, and is a valid approach in physics [4] - [6] . Natural units are not arbitrary, and essential if the system is to be evaluated from a quantum number perspective. The ratio of two natural units of a single physical unit represents a fundamental dimensionless scaling ratio. The Standard Model is not helpful in most scaling relationships between particles. The Higgs boson could not be predicted with accuracy within the Standard Model. The Buckingham Pi theory of dimensionless analysis of physical systems is well established, and states that physical systems can be analyzed in a dimensionless domain. These reasons are the rationale for the methods utilized to search for the most fundamental quantum relationships. This paper demonstrates that many of the fundamental constants in this hydrogen system demonstrate very simple, and integrate definitions as ratios of three hydrogen quanta and geometric factors. It is logical that all of these ratios should be related to fundamental constants and relationships. These are truly the only three constants in this global power law system. This is not the typical concept of these individual constants. Though they are inter-related they are not thought of as being only ratio or product projections of just three quanta. Equations (1), (17a), (17b) demonstrate that Planck's constant is related to the dimensionless ratio of the frequencies defining an angular momentum scaled to the number 1. This is anticipated in a natural unit system. Planck's reduced, ħ1, constant is scaled to 1/2. This is logical since Planck's constant times one Hz represents at minimum unit of energy per cycle. This equates the annihilation energy of a mass to an equivalent frequency. The h1 is directly related to a spin of 1 since it refers to 1 Hz times a dimensionless value associated with the energy of a wave with a frequency of 1 Hz. Photons have a spin of 1. The reduced Planck's constant ħ1 is 1/2, and associated with a spin of 1/2 of a fermion, in this case the electron. The 8π 2 geometric factor is the composite of 2π squared, 4π 2 ; and 2. The 2π squared scales the circumference distance an electron orbiting the proton. The 2 is related to the fact this angular momentum refers to the process of mass annihilation to photons, not to a kinetic energy. This must also define a fundamental relationship between distance and mass, (Equation (2)) similar to that seen with distance and energy in Equation ( There are many power laws of these constants in the SI unit domain, but since their scaling relationships are not apparent these types of derivations starting with only three quanta are not possible. We present only a few of the possible power laws. In the SI unit system there are many different constants that appear to be unique values, but based on this analysis they actually represent only a product or ratio combination of the same three hydrogen quanta. Equation (5) It is also essential that they not be equal to 1 so that is not a logic or mathematical error. They cannot be equal to 1 since the geometric factors are imbedded in their scalar values. There are many similar fundamental ratio power laws, and most are not known. A recent paper describes the quantum mechanical derivation of the Wallis formula for π [8] . Therefore, these types of relationships between the quantum constants and geometric factors of 2 and π do not represent inappropriate speculation, but are logically imbedded within the constants' natural unit scaling.
Conclusion
This paper describes the fundamental scaling relationships between the unified physical system of the electron, Bohr radius, and Rydberg constant of hydrogen within a natural unit dimensionless or dimensional system. It is found that classic geometric factors are embedded within the scaling of these quanta. This system bridges from the quantum wave domain to three dimensional space domains. When the relationships of these three constants are analyzed, their simple ratios and products project out to a wide array of other fundamental constants and relationships. There are also a myriad of power laws, and A values, some known and some new, inter-relating these constants so that they can all be derived from the knowledge of just two. These finding demonstrate that the fundamental constants of hydrogen represent a highly integrated logical harmonic power law system that extends beyond hydrogen. This represents a new perspective on the Standard Model within a parallel power law system.
